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August Program
To Feature Bill
Mann’s Desert
Sites.

See information on
the book and the
program inside
on Page 2.
The birthstone for August is the beautiful Peridot. Peridot's history
begins on a small desert island 50 miles or so off the southeast coast of
Egypt in the Red Sea. The name of the island has changed many times
over recorded history. Ancient Greek and Roman literature calls the
island Topazion, sometimes referred to as Topazos, but more recently it
is known by two names - the immediate past name of St. John's Island
and most recently as Zabargad (the Arabic word for peridot).
Peridot is the gem variety of olivine and ranges between 6.5 and 7 on the
Mohs scale of hardness. Iron is the coloring agent for peridot. The best
colored peridot has an iron percentage of less than 15% and includes
nickel and chromium as trace elements.
The best quality peridot has historically come either from Myanmar
(Burma), Pakistan or Egypt. These gems are rarer and of better quality
and approach the per carat values of top gemstones. Gems from Peridot
Mesa on the San Carlos Apache Reservation in Arizona are of lesser
quality, but are far more abundant and are therefore much more
affordable. An estimated 80% to 95% of all world production of peridot
comes from Arizona. In addition, gem quality peridot is mined in Brazil,
Germany, Mexico, Ethiopia, Australia, New Mexico and in Salt Lake
Crater, Oahu, Hawaii.
…….. Continued on page 7.
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ROCKHOUND RAMBLINGS
The months of
this year are
moving fast, and
summer
is
almost
here.
Therefore,
we
need to start
thinking again about Pasadena
Lapidary Society business.

few volunteers. I’m asking for
members to call me to help coordinate bringing the next month’s
refreshments to the general meeting. I’d also like to find a Publicity/PR person and someone to fill in
as “Secretary” in Cal Mathews’ absence. These are all outstanding
posts we need to fill for the betterment and benefit of all Club Members.

I call on the membership for a

Those of us that are long-time

President’s Message
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members, we must remember to
share our knowledge with the
newer members and especially
potential new members. Doing so
makes the club appealing and
rewarding to new members.
Perhaps through talking to our club
“New Comers” we will discover
the future leaders of the club!
Your input is appreciated!

…Drew Wilson, President

August Meeting and General Information
Officers
Drew Wilson, President
(626) 298-1534
Chris Kyte, Vice President
(626) 794-0519
Cal Matthews, Secretary
(626) 798-7481
Mark Nelson, Treasurer
(909) 996-1784
FAIR USE NOTICE. This
publication may contain copyrighted
material the use of which has not
been specifically authorized by the
copyright owner.
We are making such material
available in our efforts to advance
the educational understanding of
amateur jewelry fabrication and rock
collecting hobbies.
We believe this constitutes a 'fair
use' of any such copyrighted
material as provided for in section
107 of the U.S. Copyright Law.
If you wish to use material from this
publication for commercial or
purposes of your own that go
beyond 'fair use', you must obtain
permission from the copyright
owner.

Newsletter Articles or corrections should be sent to the
editor: Mark Nelson, 1475
Paseo Maravilla, San Dimas
91773. (909) 996-1784 or to
mnelsonair @aol.com

Door Prizes
The MAIN PRIZE this month
will be a DIAMOND BIT
SET !
Also available are Polka-Dot
agate - Richardsons Ranch
OR, Black petrified wood Eden Valley WY, Rare pink
brecciated jasper - Burro
Creek AZ, Pink-purple agate
- Burro Creek AZ, Multicolor moss agate - Maury
Mtns OR, Bloodstone from
India.

Raffle tickets are 10 for $3 or 3
for $1. These “better than average” materials give all ticket
buyers a chance to add to their
collection, enjoy the program
and learn more about the Rockhounding hobby….Sylvia Cliffe

Desert Mysteries
Program
Bill “Shortfuse” Mann was a
legend who introduced many
mysteries of the Mojave Desert to the public.

From Bill’s adventures,
Tony and Sandy Fender
will present 100 strange
and interesting things in
the Mojave Desert and
describe how all of us
can find many of these
sites as a family outing
without a four-wheel
drive vehicle.
Bill’s
books are available at
most rock and desert
shops or at http://

cluistore.org/
bimaguto50in. html

Membership and Meeting Locations
Membership per calendar
year is $20 per individual,
$15 for a second adult member in the same house. Junior
members and third or more
members at the same house
are $10. Included is one
copy per family of the
monthly club newsletter.
Renewals are due by the December General Meeting.
Mail membership checks to
P.O. Box 5025, Pasadena CA
91117-0025.
Board Meetings are held at
7:00pm on the first Wednesday of the month at the One
West Bank at the northeast

corner of Santa Anita and
Foothill in Arcadia. All PLS
members are welcome to
attend.
General Meetings are held
on the third Wednesday of
the month at 7:30pm at the
Sierra Madre Masonic
Lodge, 33 E. Sierra Madre
Blvd, Sierra Madre. Guests
are welcome!
Field Trips are scheduled
each month. Refer to the
newsletter for weekend and
location.
Workshops are offered to

all members - normally on the
first Sunday of each month at
Drew Wilson’s home. Refer
to the announcement in the
newsletter for the hours.
Location is 252 Bella Vista in
Pasadena.
Workshops and field trips are
for adult members and children with parental supervision.
Eye protection and closed-toe
shoes are mandatory for all
participants.
The Annual Show is held the
second weekend of March at
the Masonic Hall, 3130 Huntington Drive, San Marino.
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DISPLAY TABLE
EDUCATIONAL OUTREACH

Ed’s Corner by Ed Imlay

A visit to Carver School in
San Marino is scheduled for
late January 2011.
If you know of a class that
would like a presentation
from Ed, please contact him
at edimlay @ hotmail.com.

Ed Imlay at local schools

The last meeting had a lot of interesting
stones: Vern & Sylvia Cliffe brought obsidian, quartz, opalized wood, fossil coral and
garnets from the Owens Valley field trip. Chris
& Marlene Kyte displayed other specimens
from the Owens Valley field trip and Dave
Svenson brought assorted carved stones. At
the August meeting members and guests are
invited to display any items of general interest.
If you have a rock that you can’t identify,
bring it and members will tell you all about it!

Collect Green Olivine At Kilbourne Hole, New Mexico
dry lakebed lies on the floor of the crater. The
basalt cliffs resemble the cliffs of the Devils
Postpile National Monument in California, except
that they are not as tall. Lava chunks exist in
abundance. The basalt column fragments are each
larger than a person.
Rockhounds can pick up Green Olivine stones,
which are available at only about 5 places on earth,
such as by the Red Sea, and in Arizona. Apollo
astronauts trained in the Kilbourne Hole and
nearby Hunt’s Hole craters in 1969.

AUGUST WORKSHOP / CLASSES
Kilbourne Hole is a maar volcanic crater, located 30
miles west of El Paso, Texas, in Doña Ana County,
New Mexico. The hole is a rare example of volcanic
action without a mountainous rim - formed by
volcanic lava meeting ground waters beneath the
surface of the earth. As the hot lava and magma
encounter the waters, a huge bubble of hot steam is
produced, which blows out a large crater without the
build up a mountainous lava deposit. The crater is
thought to be 80,000 years old. The hole is over a
mile wide, and over 300 feet deep. Two basalt cliffs
inside the crater, with the characteristic reddish purple
hexagonal columns, occupy the northeast and southeast sides of the crater.
Sand dunes have collected on the east side of the
crater, rising about 100 feet above the desert floor. A

The Workshop will be on Sunday, August 01, 2010 at
1:30pm. We are pleased that Cal Matthews will be
teaching the beading of the ”Flowerette Chain” and
other beading techniques. You can work on your
project or start a new one at the workshop and it will be
yours to take home to finish and keep.
……. Drew Wilson / Workshop Chairman
(626) 298-1534 or todrew@sbcglobal.net
Navarro’s Creations
18 N. Mentor, Pasadena
(626) 577-2077
Let Emilly Navarro create
something for you! Bring her
a picture or sketch of your dream design for a free
quote. Open Monday - Saturday, 10am - 6pm
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FIELD TRIPS
The July field trip was excellent! Phil
Cousins of the Whittier club joined
members and guests from Pasadena to
wade the banks of the East Fork of the
San Gabriel River in search of yellow
flakes of gold - and found some!
Now for more treasures we are planning August’s field
trip for the whole family to the Nipomo Show put on by
the Orcutt Mineral Society. This trip can be a day trip however I think it best to stay a night or two so as not to
rush. They have a lot of dealers for a small club show. It
is also a great place to escape from the heat around here.
They will have lots of vendors, rocks, gems and fossils.
In the past they have had fieldtrip to collect marcasite and
agate (Though it is not mentioned in the show flier). Call
them at (805) 929-3788 for more information. On their
website they have accommodations listed or you can dry
camp there at the show site. When we were there a couple of years ago, Marcia and I had a lot of fun. The trip
will also allow us a chance to see how another club puts
on a show. This may spark ideas on how we can improve
our show. Hopefully we’ll see you there.
…….Somewhere in California going the wrong way…..
…… Joe Goetz

Show location: St. Joseph’s Church, 298 S. Thompson
Avenue, Nipomo California.
Times: Friday, Aug. 6th: 10:00AM to 5:00PM
Saturday, Aug. 7th: 10:00AM to 5:00PM
BBQ Dinner at 6:30PM
Sunday, Aug. 8th: 10:00AM to 5:00PM

MUSEUM QUALITY DISPLAYS!
Dealers will be presenting their wares of jewelry, gems,
minerals and lapidary equipment. Local craftsmen will

MOON TRIVIA - August 24th is the month’s
full moon. Because this is the month before
harvest begins in many areas, this full moon is
sometimes known as the Green Corn Moon, the
Harvest Moon or the Grain Moon.

be displaying fascinating jewelry in gold and silver as
well as mineral specimens. Also to be found will be collectibles, unusual gifts, fossils, rocks and geodes.
The indoor show and outside tailgate event is family oriented and is educational for both children and
adults. Kids get a free polished rock from the Rock
Box. No admission or parking fee is charged for the
show. RV’ers are welcome to dry camp at the event or
use one of the many local camping parks such as at North
Broadway and US101 in Santa Maria where full hookups are available.
One of a kind crafted stone merchandise from all over the
world. Rock bottom prices!

RAFFLES! PRIZES!
FOOD ON SALE!
MONSTER Santa Maria Style BBQ on Saturday Night.
Only $10 for adults, $5 for kids 12 and under. This is a
this is a unique opportunity for the whole family!!
For motels, camping locations and more show information, see the website at

http://www.omsinc.org/tailgate.html
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ROCK & MINERAL TERMINOLOGY PART SIX
feldspar - a group of
minerals that are
aluminum silicates
containing potassium,
sodium,
and/or
calcium. Some minerals
in this group are frequently miss-identified, as
feldspar is the most abundant group of minerals on the earth, and the building block of
many rocks.
fissile - easily split along parallel layers.
flow banding - layered grouping of different
rocks formed from the flowing of lava.
fluorescence - emission of visible light by a
substance, such as a mineral, when it is
exposed to ultraviolet light and absorbs
radiation from it. The light appears in the form
of glowing, distinctive colors.
fossil - the animal or plant
remains of a previous age
embedded and preserved in
rock. Rocks containing
fossils are described as
fossiliferous.
friable - describes a mineral which easily
crumbles. Minerals with an earthy fracture are
friable.
gem - a cut mineral or pearl refined for use as
an ornament.
gemology - the science and procedures involved in mining, faceting, and marketing of
gemstones. A person studying in this discipline
is a gemologist.
gemstone - any mineral or naturally occurring
substance in an raw, uncut state that is capable
of being a gem.

geode - a hollow rock
that is filled or partially
filled with crystals.

gneiss - pronounced “nice”. A coarse-grained, foliated
metamorphic rock marked by bands of light-colored minerals such as quartz and feldspar that alternate with bands
of dark-colored minerals. This alternation develops
through metamorphic differentiation.

LOCAL ROCK AND GEM SHOWS:
August 6 - 8 — NIPOMO. See “Field Trips” on Page 3.
August 20-22--COSTA MESA - Show, "Gem Faire";
Gem Faire Inc.; OC Fair & Event Center/Bldg. 10, 88
Fair Dr.; Fri. 12-7, Sat. 10-6, Sun. 10-5; weekend pass $5
Web site: www.gemfaire.com
August 20-22--LONG BEACH - Show; Malic Jewels
Jewelry & Gift Show; Long Beach Convention Center
Hall B, 300 E. Ocean Blvd.; Fri. 12-6, Sat. 11-6, Sun. 115; free admission; loose diamonds, colored gemstones,
contemporary antique, estate, costume, custom designed,
gold, silver, titanium and beaded jewelry, beading supplies, mineral specimens, gift items. Web site:
www.malicjewels.com
August 21st - MUSEUM SALE - GREEN VALLEY
LAKE (Big Bear) 32659 Green Valley Lake Dr.
The Lilleberg Museum is closing their doors and going
out of business. Tons of rock, petrified wood, slabs, fossils and much more. Rock Sale - 50 CENTS A POUND.
This is a one-day event and supplies will not last at this
price. For further info please call ADAM DEAN (909)
489-4899. From 8:00 AM to 2:00 PM. NO EARLY
BIRDS
August 27-29 - SAN DIEGO - Show, "Gem Faire";
Gem Faire Inc.; Scottish Rite Event Center, 1895 Camino
del Rio S; Fri. 12-7, Sat. 10-6, Sun. 10-5; weekend pass
$5; Web site: www.gemfaire.com
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QUIT BUGGIN’ ME !
From an Article by Stephanie Moran
Cowtown Clutter, The Fort Worth Gem & Mineral Club
With warmer weather comes the perfect time for hunting for
those precious finds. But when you go out to look for your
treasures, how prepared are you really? Most of us only think
to take gear like knee pads, rock hammers, a bucket, gloves,
and so forth. You're forgetting something though. Aren't you?

them together can help deter as well. Keeping some tape
on hand is a good idea also, as it takes a bit of time for a
tick to attach itself to you. So if you spot a tick on your
skin, simply lift them off of you with the sticky side of the
tape.

Write this down: Bug spray. The annoying little pests you
really need to be ready for are ticks, chiggers, and mosquitoes.
Now, most folks will grab that DEET spray, but is it really
always the best and only option to thwart off those annoying
bugs? Sprays that have DEET in them are not necessarily
harmful in small and infrequent uses. But if you're out hunting
nightly and daily, then you're likely to be covering yourself in
spray nightly and daily as well. Even with their 50 years of
research, the EPA admits that if misused it can be harmful. So
what do I say? Better to be safe than sorry! In case you didn't
know, DEET is a chemical that was developed by the military
more than 50 years ago. The chemical DEET is N,N'-diethyl-3
-methylbenzamide. While you can buy sprays that contain
100% DEET or as little as 5%, you should know that going
above 50% is no more effective and you run a risk of health
issues from the spray. There's also still a problem of DEET
being known to dissolve and damage synthetic plastics, such
as eyeglass frames, and tents. So you have to be cautious
about spraying it on yourself, or your things.

Now we've covered some natural alternatives to DEET
spray for humans, but what about our furry dog and cat
friends? This one is my all time favorite. An organic powder known as Diatomaceous Earth, or DE, is widely available in feed stores, most organic nurseries, and even some
hardware supply stores. Not the swimming pool grade
which is toxic. In the case of preventing ticks, chiggers,
and fleas from infesting your furry companion, you would
need to do a light dusting of the fur coat, being sure to

There are some great alternatives out there, and then there are
some that are just flat out worthless. If you've ever seen, or
heard, that Bounce sheets will repel mosquitoes then allow
me to be the one to tell you that this is entirely untrue and unfounded. If you rub Bounce on yourself, you'll just be less
likely to cling to the windows, and you'll smell pretty. The
new version of DEET that is now available is called picaridin
(also known as icaridin). While this is still a chemical, it has
no color or odor, is less irritating to the skin, just as effective
as DEET, and will not damage or dissolve synthetic plastics.
The best organic options are lemon grass and eucalyptus. I can
personally vouch for a product called REPEL. It's a plant
based product combining both lemon grass and eucalyptus
oils. This successfully repels deer ticks and mosquitoes for up
to 6 hours. It doesn't leave a greasy or sticky residue on the
skin, and you actually smell nice. Another option is citronella
oil rubbed directly on the skin. It's often combined with other
natural insect repellents, such as catnip, cedar oil, mint, or
rubbing alcohol. So if you are allergic to any of the mentioned
ingredients, please be sure to read the labels.
If you're going into an area that is known for chiggers, or you
believe there's a risk of getting chiggers on you, wearing long
pants and then tucking them into your socks and duct taping

FARRIN O’CONNOR
DESIGN
146 W. Bellevue Drive, Pasadena
This is another “hidden gem” for
those interested in lapidary and jewelry work. A fully-stocked store
with books, tools, beads and findings awaits you. Learn how to
make jewelry from nothing-tofinish in their one-day classes. See
upcoming classes and instructors at
www.farrinoconnordesign.com/classes
Or call them at (626) 796-5300. Free fenced parking.

avoid the eyes, nose, and mouth areas. How does this
work? The tiny crushed up diatoms act as knives to the
insects that attempt to invade your pet. Once the bug
crawls on or over the powder, it slices them to ribbons
while dehydrating them to death at the same time. The
powder also eliminates flea eggs as well. And in case you
are wondering, yes...you can use this in your home as an
alternative to pesticides, and yes...you can use this in your
garden. I've been using it for years with 100% success for
every purpose I've needed it for. So, the next time you
start packing up your gear for a rock hunting trip, remember this article. This article is simply here to remind you
to protect yourself from the pests, because no one likes
yellow fever, west Nile disease, Lyme disease, or the
other myriad of nasties we can catch from these tiny bugs.
While you are hunting for your next treasure, the bugs are
hunting for their next meal. Now you have your options to
arm yourself and enjoy your next hunting adventure!
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Possibly the most unusual
peridot is that which comes
from iron-nickel meteorites
called pallasites (the one at
the right was found in
Greensburg, Kansas, in
1949). Some are actually facetted and set in jewelry.
Peridot’s mineralogical name
is Olivine (stemming from
peridot's common "olive"
color.) and is often found
crusted on volcanic rock, as
the example on the left.
Some volcanoes occasionally produce sands
which are composed of transparent green grains
of peridot. On the Big Island of Hawaii, the volcanic sands mostly appear black except on a
green sand beach near the southernmost tip of
the island. Found typically in medium to light
yellowish-green, peridot can come close to being
pure and vivid green. The more saturated and
pure the green, the more desirable it is.
One of the common arguments is the pronunciation of “PERIDOT”. According to the Merriam
-Webster dictionary the word is derived from the
French word peritot which means unclear
(perhaps as a reference to the stone clarity) and
cites both the French pronunciation of "PEAR-adoe" and the American pronunciation as PEAR-a
-dot". It is surmised that the English word
"peridot" is said to have com from "Faridat," the
Arabic word for gem. This said, in our part of
the American Southwest which produces most of
the world’s peridot, “PEAR-a-dot” is quite
acceptable as would be the more common
French pronunciation.
Throughout time, peridot has been confused with
many other gemstones, even emerald. Many
"emeralds" of royal treasures have turned out to
be peridots! And although peridot is distinctly a
different shade of green, many jewelers refer to
peridot as "evening emerald". Emerald is a dark
green as opposed to a yellow green and always
contains inclusions. Other green gemstones con-

fused with peridot include the softer apatite, green garnets, green tourmaline, green sinhalite, moldavites and
green zircon.
Peridot is thought to bring the
wearer good luck, peace, and
success. Its powers are believed
to include health, protection, and
sleep. The advantages of peridot
are to attract love and calm anger
while also soothing nerves and
dispelling negative emotions.
Peridot is a beautiful gemstone in its own right, is widely
popular and can be fun and affordable to collect for years
to come.

Peridot In Ancient Texts
Peridot has been mined as a gemstone for an estimated
four thousand years or better. It is mentioned in the
Bible under the Hebrew name of pitdah as a gem set in
the fabled Breastplates of the Jewish High Priest
(artifacts that are waiting to be found).
The Greeks and Romans referred to peridot as topazion
and topazius respectively and this name was later given
to topaz, to end the confusion with the two gems.
Historical legend has it that peridot was the favorite
gemstone of Egypt’s Cleopatra.
Pliny, of Greece, wrote about the green stone from Zagbargad Island in 1500 B.C..
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See the pallasite meteorite
on page 7.
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